
Nala ZuluSpecies: Acinonyx jubatus rainey

Conservation status: Vulnerable

(Population decreasing)

Other: Vulnerable (Population

decreasing)

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&sxsrf=ALeKk03DKr5MDj7NJXouibJcGaXNMUxe5w:1628933970272&q=cheetah+conservation+status&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LQz9U3SE4xSdEyz0620k_KzM_JT6_Uzy9KT8zLLM6NT85JLC7OTMtMTizJzM-zSs7PK04tKgNzFIpLEktKixexSidnpKaWJGYoYJEFAE37fm9jAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj48KP1m7DyAhVF2qQKHWpGDVYQ6BMoADA0egQIPBAC


This project is part of the Girls Unpacking AI
program, by UnpackAI. We have sponsored 15 girls
to learn how to build AI models over 10 weeks. The
program's final project is an animal classification
application using image recognition. This is our
proposal to work with Cheetah Plains Private Game
Reserve

We hope that you will help us make this program a
reality to not only inspire our girls of whats possible
but to allow our team to continue Unpacking AI. 

Regards, 

SUPPORTING
GIRLS 
UNPACKING AI 

Janet Sawari
Head of AI Consulting |UnpackAI







PROJECT DURATIOND U R A T I O N
10 

WEEKS
4

WEEKS
1 

WEEK
Deep Learning 101

During this time the program
participants will start working on
the project as they learn the
deep learning module. The
cleaning and labelling of images
will take up at least 5-8 weeks to
start with 

Mentorship
A team of mentors will engage
the young women for four weeks
or group and individual
mentorship sessions. During this
time the students will discuss the
fimal project with mentors.  

Media & Publicity 
The project will be presented the
AI Business Innovation Strategy
Forum - Vision 2030 Forum. 
 Local News Channels, Radio and
UnpackAI's media partners will
be strategic media partners in
promoting the application.   



ABOUT THE APPA B O U T  
The proposed application will have a Deep Learning model at the back
end that will be trained to recognize specific fauna and flora that are of
specific interest on the game farm. 

We will be adding a feature that allows specific animals to be identified
which will give visitors to the farm a sense of engagement having
spotted a special nicknamed animal and familiarizing with the character
trait.  

The front end of the APP will be able to use a mobile phone, notepad,
laptop, or computer to take a snapshot and identify what they are
looking at and give an immediate result that will contain the animal's key
information
The basic app would be useful for the identification, education, and
tracking of animals. Considering the nature of the project we are willing
to explore other functions and discuss with the cheetah plains team.  



ANIMAL
DETECTION FOR
CONSERVATION



USE CASES 
 POACHING PREVENTION - by detecting

unusual suspects in certain areas & predicting

animal behavior. [See appendix A] 

 ANIMAL COUNTING  - detect species types

and track the number of animals on the game

reserve [See Appendix C]

Appendix ANIMAL HUSBANDRY -  monitoring

the status of animals that are pregnant  

VETERINARIAN SERVICES - monitoring the

health of animals in general

 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR - tracking animals to see

if they are with the herd, are separated,  etc. 

 HERD MANAGEMENT - AI can be used to

count the number of animals in an image,

locate the herd and give long term feedback

on herd movement within the parks over time

1.

2.

3.

4.
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ANIMAL
DETECTION FOR

TOURISM



USE CASES 
 TOURISM - by detecting unusual suspects in
certain areas & predicting animal behavior   
 EDUCATION  - detect species types, animal 
 characteristics and track the number of
animals on the game reserve
 IMPROVED NUMBER OF SIGHTINGS - by
having real-time location data from many
inputs individual/herd locations can be
updated in near real-time tourists can be
directed to best sight locations [Appendix B]
 PARK MANAGEMENT - Tourists can be
located and directed around the park helping
to avoid sensitive areas and directing them to
best locations in real time

1.

2.

3.
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CASE
STUDIES



IMPORTANT LINKS 
C O O L  R E A D S ! : )



 OUR TEAM

Janet Sawari
Program Director 

& Head of AIC

Dennis
Head Instructor &
Program Mentor 

Eiman
Program TA

Kim Palmer 
Strategic Partner

Founder Women in
ICT 

Aidar Faizrakhmanov
Co- Founder 

John Kaller
Co- Founder 

Etienne Charlier
  Consultant

Fred Kufa
Tourism

Consultant/Asambe 
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/unpackai

